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About This Game

In this thrilling dungeon crawler RPG, regain your lost memories by navigating your way through various mazes and
puzzles.  The characters you meet and choices you make will determine how far you go so think quickly to how you want to

proceed. 

It is your quest to figure out if they are friends or foes. But be careful anyone can betray you in the Dungeons of
Betrayal.

What makes the game unique and fun to play:
- Dark, humorous and ever-changing story-line

- High replay value.
- Discover secret areas

- Simple stat distribution system
- Easy weapon upgrade feature

- Unique sparing system
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Title: Dungeons of Betrayal
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Publisher:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with at least 512MB of RAM

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound Card

Additional Notes: Logitech/Xbox 360 controller or a keyboard

English
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Dont bother getting this if you want to play coop, it doesnt work.. Pre customised not at all like the titles says! rip off. lemon
stage is bugged as hell

the fan cant be seen when it's tested out cuz it's placed out of the cameras view
and following that the contraption takes up space on the desk while the puzzlepieces are being put right under it
this entirely breaks the stage and and makes me gasp at the extreme incompetence this displays

fix ur pathetic excuse for a game. Take a deep dive into the world of Bondage while you let your mind float on the soothing
soundtrack. Very poetic game that still needs a bit of reflexion if you wanna hit high scores.. There was no dragon 1/10. Great
game :) just needs free agency to spice the game up. that would bring in contracts and and extra level of startegy.. No. Plays like
a game from the '80s. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.
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If there was a \u201cNeutral Review,\u201d I\u2019d have probably given it that. As a rule, I don\u2019t recommend games I
didn\u2019t care to finish. Which is unfortunate, because Hard West gets so much right, but still ends up less than the sum of its
parts. I noticed the majority of the positive reviews have only played the game for about 3-5 hours, and had I only played for
that long, would have given it a glowing review as well.

Unfortunately, shortly after the 5-6 hour mark, you will finish the second scenario, only to have to start the third scenario from
square one -- again. And the fourth, fifth, etc. This is ultimately the game\u2019s biggest flaw: Every 3-5 hours you start a new
scenario, and all of your progress is reset, so there\u2019s ultimately no real sense of progression. You work your way through
the story, only to have the next campaign take place in a different area with different characters. In all fairness, this is done
rather effectively for story reasons, but considerably hinders the gameplay.

Hard West is full of unique and clever mechanics, unfortunately they are either hamstrung by a negative aspect or only have the
surface scratched.

-The luck mechanic is a cool idea for determining if shots hit you, but it is also tied to the use of special abilities, so most
firefights turn into slogs since you can\u2019t use any special abilities after the first few rounds.
-Each scenario has a unique, and often-time cool mechanic to the overworld progression, but they are never fully explored. (One
scenario has a survival mechanic, but I never found myself so low on supplies to actually need to ration them.)
-The permadeath and choice system is awesome, and one of the game\u2019s best features. However, since each scenario exists
within its own vacuum, having a character die towards the end of a scenario means the same as them surviving since they
won\u2019t be available as a party member in the next one anyway.
- The card system (basically the upgrade system) allows you to swap upgrades between party members, and build hands that
have unique bonuses, (+10 Movement for 2-Pair kind of a thing) but each scenario only has about 4-5 combat encounters, so
you\u2019ll really only ever get one or two encounters where you can fully use them for each party. The cool ones are also tied
to the aforementioned luck system, so you\u2019ll rarely ever get to use them.
- There is a clever injury system, where seriously injured characters will get debuffs for an encounter or two that turn into very
strong buffs once they heal. Again, you\u2019ll only likely have these buffs for one encounter, if any, since your party members
don\u2019t carry over between scenarios.

It feels weird to not recommend a game that does so much well, but as a rule, I don\u2019t recommend games I can\u2019t
finish. Once I realized I was only continuing to play out of some begrudged desire to \u201cfinish\u201d the game, it was time
to put it down.

Hard West gets a lot right, so much in fact that I follow CreativeForge, and would definitely be interested in a Hard West 2. The
stories are interesting enough, and the overworld\/RPG elements are outstanding, but the lack of any real sense of progression,
coupled with combat that quickly gets repetitive puts this in the \u201cnot recommended\u201d (neutral) category.

6.5\/10
. burnt the back of my throat from screaming at a pixelated lime-man
10\/10 ow. Good minuture game, can be nice but gets boring after a while. To improve this game the devs should have more
ideas for different types of game modes. Without changing the game base you should just make slight changes to the game to
give it more content and modes and it will be more interesting for longer. Overall worth a try.. Yikes. Buyer beware.

This game is extremely unpolished and generic. I legitimately thought my game was bugged multiple times as the graphics
flickered, expected sounds didnt exist (like movement), sounds and voice lines looped on themselves, and triggers to continue
the game didnt work and i had to restart. It has super low quality textures and no sound options at all? why are there no sound
options other than "on" or "off"?

It has no introduction or information at all, you start up and your only option is "quick play" which leads you to a selection
screen with various options and no information on where to start or what the choices represented other than their title.

Extremely low quality and unpolished. Buyer beware.. SUMMARY: Regretfully, Sun Dogs is a brilliant idea that's well-written
and beautifully minimalist, but doesn't hang together very well because of limited options and random events.

It's hard for me to not reccomend Sun Dogs as the game is a fantastic idea that almost gets it right - a kind of nonlinear playable
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novel of a transhuman future, beautifully written, and obviously a labor of love. Had it been free or very cheap it may have been
worth it, but as it stands it's not.

The idea of Sun Dogs is that one wakes up in a "Sleeve" - an artificial body. This is a far future of mind copies, artificial bodies,
cybernetics, and solar-system wide travel (and then some). You explore with simple point-and-click choices, finding items,
unlocking information, and seeing sights. Over time you find missions or interesting objects.

The world of Sun Dogs is extremely well fleshed out, from the Jovian war to a wasted but recovering earth, to an asteroid
library. There's believable terminology and language, and little details in the story text that bring it to life. In fact, the
minimalism of the game works in its favor - your brain is the graphics card and rendering engine.

The problem with Sun Dogs is that it's largely a case of go somewhere, have events happen, hope you have the right tool\/skill to
survive or change things, and go on. Your character has very little initiative, you just wait until things happen, including events
that one would think is intentional (why can't I go look for cybernetic mods I used to have). This lack of control and randomness
ultimately make the game hard to enjoy as games often end up as a case of clicking-and-hoping.

Thus the core flaw of Sun Dogs is not the idea, the story, the graphics, but the choice of mechanics.

If the developer is reading this, I truly applaud their hard work and brilliant writing. I think the game would be best with more
choice and less randomness, perhaps with a "dictionary" that helps the character make choices as they uncover them.

Though I do not reccomend this game, I, strangely, do not regret purchasing it - I took a chance and supported a good idea. I felt
the implementation ultimately didn't work.

I also want to note the developer is supportive on the forums, so though I critique the game, I applaud his dedication to his art
and his engagement with people on the game.. Very expensive DLC, frankly a rip off king of DLCs, absolutely unfair deal they
force on you. Some dudes out there in Africa could sustain their life on 5$ for a month! Simply don't buy it, it's for elites like
me.. The game was made in 2006 so its expected to have a bit of trouble running, no it will never be fixed by the developers, but
of course by removing a few files you can fix most, if not all of the major problems with running the game. Of course the
graphics are also sub-par but in 2006 these graphics were the bomb tbh.
Besides that gameplay wise the game is quite fun, you run New York thats about the gist of it, theres a variety of buildings and
building styles for each district not everything looks exactly the same, tbh I don't even think I got through every building the
game has so that says something. You also get a bit of customization with the exterior of buildings, but this has a bit of a bug
because some buildings will not let you place items in the right place or let you place items at all.

Overall, the game has problems but when you fix them the game is enjoyable just like any other city builder out there.. 10\/10
--Amazing title. Runs like a champ on a 970 GTX. Duels are awesome and fun to watch. Turns are very fast. Music and sound
are captivating...the game is so good, I highly recommend it.. Short fun game. I like the scoring at the end and the easter eggs
which made me want to search the entire building.
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